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Supplementary Figure 1. Seafloor acoustic backscatter map across the lower Eastern
Valley channel system, off shore Grand Banks. Bathymetry data was collected aboard

RV Maria S. Merian Cruise MSM47 between 30/09/2015 and 30/10/2015. Cores are a
mix of recently recovered sediment cores aboard Cruise MSM47 (M-cores) and archive
material from the Bedford Institute of Oceanography. All cores are labelled and are
coloured to represent the different stratigraphic record of the 1929 flow (see key): the
erosive parts of the flow are characterized by either thick (metres) deposits of coarsegrained sands and gravels, or sharp erosional surfaces draped by mud, and; the nonerosive parts of the flow are recorded by a thin (centimetres) fine-grained sandy mud.
Core correlation transect is highlighted in pink with details shown in supplementary
Figures 2A and 2B.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Core correlation of stratigraphy across the Grand Banks slope.
Part (A) shows the upper slope and part (B) the lower slope stratigraphy. Cores are a mix
of recently recovered sediment cores aboard the Maria Merian Cruise MSM47 (M-cores)
and archive material from the Bedford Institute of Oceanography. Archive material is
adapted from various sources: (S)1, (HC)2, (SK)3, and (P)4. Stratigraphic correlations and
ages of sediments are based on SK. The uppermost part of the stratigraphy is an olivegrey foram-rich mud, which forms a regional hemipelagic drape across the Grand Banks

slope. The erosional extent of the 1929 flow is determined by the presence of this
hemipelagic drape across the slope: if missing then significant erosion has occurred, or if
present then no erosion has occurred. The depth of erosion is difficult to constrain,
however, it appears to range from several metres across the channel margins to several
10’s of metres in parts of the channel floor.
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